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R. Kennedy, with whom I met, listened very attentively to N.S. Khrushchev's response. Expressing
thanks for the report, he said that he would quickly return to the White House in order to inform the
President about the "important response" of the head of the Soviet government. "This is a great
relief," R. Kennedy added further, and it was evident that he expressed his words somehow
involuntarily. "I," said R. Kennedy, "today will finally be able to see my kids, for I have been entirely
absent from home."

According to everything it was evident that R. Kennedy with satisfaction, it is necessary to say,
really with great relief met the report about N.S. Khrushchev's response.

In parting, R. Kennedy once again requested that strict secrecy be maintained about the
agreement with Turkey. "Especially so that the correspondents don't find out. At our place for the
time being even Salinger does not know about it" (It was not entirely clear why he considered it
necessary to mention his name, but he did it).

I responded that in the Embassy no one besides me knows about the conversation with him
yesterday. R. Kennedy said that in addition to the current correspondence and future exchange of
opinions via diplomatic channels, on important questions he will maintain contact with me directly,
avoiding any intermediaries.
Before departing, R. Kennedy once again gave thanks for N.S. Khrushchev's quick and effective
response.
Your instructions arrived here 1.5 hours after the announcement via radio about the essence of
N.S. Khrushchev's response. I explained to R. Kennedy that the tardiness was caused by a delay
of telegrams at the telegraph station.
28.X.62 A. DOBRYNIN
[Source: AVP RF, copy courtesy of NSA; translation by Mark H. Doctoroff.]

